
Somos vuestra Voz
[We are your Voice]



About us
La Voz de Galicia (LVG) is a broadsheet 
newspaper founded in 1882. Since the 70s, 
we have a singular model. Everyday, we 
publish 13 different local editions in which 
we combine global/national/regional 
content with hyperlocal content. 

We are 4th most read newspaper in Spain, 
2nd more trusted news source (Spanish 
Sociological Research Center, jan 2020) and 
we are proud to say that no Galician citizen 
lives more than 25 km away from a LVG 
journalist. 



Objectives

● maintain our incipient reader revenue model and 
drive new subscriptions without giving up the public 
service commitment we have made to our 
community

● continue being an essential, useful service within 
our small local communities, keeping them informed, 
connecting them with experts, disclosing the 
scientific details of the pandemic, raising awareness 
of the importance of complying with the State of 
Alarm, and entertaining our local audiences

● increase brand perception 



 Campaign Pillars
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TRANSPARENCY 
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HOPE
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Community service

Our first approach (March, 17th print edition page) was to explain our 
readers that, given the dimension of the health situation and as a public 
service, the majority of our digital content associated with COVID-19 
would be free for all citizens. 

https://www.lavozdegalicia.es/noticia/sociedad/2020/03/16/voz-servicio-publico-ante-crisis/00031584388440249958329.htm


La Voz has 28.700 subscribers to the print edition, from 
which 8.000 are bars and restaurants, closed since 
March 13th due to the State of Alarm. Most of them are 
annual prepaid subscriptions. In solidarity with them, 
we stop the delivery, announced the discount of the 
amounts corresponding to the suspension of the 
service and ask them to contact us if they still wanted 
the service also offering the possibility of changing the 
delivery address.

We have already recovered 2.500 subscribers. 

Despite the difficulties, during the State of Alarm, La 
Voz has been serving daily over 2.000 selling points 
and 40.000 households. 

Print edition message



Daily newsletter

Before the health emergency crisis, we used to send our 
readers two daily newsletters with general information, 
«Hoy en La Voz» [Today at La Voz], our morning briefing, 
and «Al final del día» [At the end of the day], sent in the 
evening. In March, we turned both of them into special 
COVID-19 bulletins, sent with the same schedule in the 
morning and evening.

In average, those bulletins reach 80k readers and the 
open rate increased from 16-18% in February to  42-45% 
in March and April.



Paywall message

La Voz decided to maintain its strategy but 
allowing access to crucial information as a 
service to the community. Thus, in all the 
messages that were shown to the users, the 
offer that invited to subscribe with a trial period 
[transactional message] was changed to a 
message that explained our commitment to 
inform, that most of our content was open to all 
users, and offered the audience free access to 
all the content of La Voz for 30 days [emotional 
message].

This change made our new subscriptions grow 
overnight x7.



Before After

[Committed to public service
Given the dimension of the health crisis, a large part of the contents 

associated with COVID-19 are distributed openly to all our readers. To 
access the content prepared for our subscribers on our website or APP, we 

offer you our digital subscription for free for the next 30 days] 

[This is exclusive content for La Voz subscribers
We invite you to try a month for free and enjoy all the 

advantages of digital subscription: 1) read without 
limits 2) no intrusive advertising 3) newspaper 

archives since 1882] 



Inform & entertain

Apart from the daily news, we developed four special contents to help our 
readers have a better understanding of the actual situation, to better cope 
with the lockdown and to start imagining the «new normal» world.

● Pandemic dashboard

● Q&A with experts

● Daily training video series

● Subscribers specials

As in many media enterprises around the world, we organised a new team to focus on the pandemic and several 
changes need to be made to be able to maintain our readers informed and to face quarantine at the same time. 
The first step in this regard was a web redesign to display in a clear way the crucial figures, apps and live 
information, so everyone can be informed at a glance.



Pandemic dashboard



Q&A with experts

To enhance the feeling of community, and to increase 
trust among our readers, we connected them with 
experts on different fields to answer their questions 
regarding the coronavirus pandemic.

Through four different Google Forms embedded in our 
website, we aimed them to send their doubts related to 
the health situation, the labor market and economy, 
their psychological status and legal issues. We 
received hundreds of responses, which were then 
published online and in our printed edition, with their 
name and town.  

[What is your major concern about coronavirus?] 



69k pageviews

HEALTH Q&A OCCUPATIONAL Q&A

PSYCHOLOGICAL Q&A LEGAL Q&A

308k 
pageviews

84k
 pageviews

52k 
pageviews

Q&A with experts _online edition 

https://www.lavozdegalicia.es/noticia/sociedad/2020/03/07/peligroso-ir-gimnasio-primer-sintoma-respondemos-preguntas-lectores-sobre-coronavirus/00031583595668183730237.htm?utm_campaign=no-estais-solos_registrados&utm_medium=email&utm_source=acumbamail
https://www.lavozdegalicia.es/noticia/economia/2020/03/21/empresa-presentado-erte-pasos-seguir-resolvemos-dudas-lectores/00031584810430405378157.htm?utm_campaign=no-estais-solos_registrados&utm_medium=email&utm_source=acumbamail
https://www.lavozdegalicia.es/noticia/sociedad/2020/03/24/me-costando-convivir-pareja-dias-puedo-psicologos-resuelven-tus-dudas/00031585068031154263797.htm
https://www.lavozdegalicia.es/noticia/sociedad/2020/03/27/puesto-multa-injustificada-salir-casa-sabes-volver-espana-respondemos-tus-dudas-legales-coronavirus/00031585331608095244825.htm?utm_campaign=no-estais-solos_registrados&utm_medium=email&utm_source=acumbamail


Q&A with experts_ print edition 



Daily training 
series

In order to be of service beyond our duty to inform, 
after the lockdown we started to publish daily videos 
with training exercises to do at home. This videos were 
produced by professionals and distributed through our 
web and Facebook Watch. 

This series also aimed to be a way of entertainment 
during social distancing. 

As a result, we have already published more than 40 
videos. Each one of them had between 7k and 12k 
reproductions and the estimated reach per video was 
32k users.

Our first series of 12 vídeos: 
https://bit.ly/dailytraining1_LaVoz 

https://bit.ly/dailytraining1_LaVoz




Specials for subscribers

In order to give sense to the «new normal» ahead of us, we 
published a series of in deep interviews with  experts on 
different fields which analyzed how the world would be like 
after the COVID-19 pandemic.

The World to Come, After the Virus and This is how COVID-19 
works are the titles of the tree monographics, which gather 
the opinion of more than 40 experts. Each one of them was 
published online, most with video interviews, in a printed 
fascicle and distributed via mail. 

https://www.lavozdegalicia.es/especiales/covid-19/ 

Special newsletter

https://www.lavozdegalicia.es/especiales/covid-19/


Special print edition



Give support
Since the first week of social distancing we started a series of weekly curated 
emails in which we share tips and recommendations to face social distancing, 
and encouraging stories of our community to keep everyone's spirit up. 

The newsletter is sent on Saturdays with a new motive each day.



Thank you

In this difficult times we reached our readers with an 
email just to thank them for their support. 

We also used this opportunity to share with them the 
mini-documentary “Así te lo estamos contando”, which 
showed all the efforts we made to keep them informed, 
and that are only possible with their help (March, 22nd). 

This newsletter reached 126k users, had an average 
open rate of 29% and generated 42 new subscriptions.



You are not alone

It was the first of this series, in which we stand by our 
readers and offer them the opportunity to send their 
questions to our panel of experts on labor and 
economics, psychology, law and health (March, 28th).

This mail reached 126k readers, had an average open 
rate of 36% and lead to 32 new subscriptions.  



We are your voice

The second message aimed to reinforce our 
brand and proximity with our readers, by 
sharing 21 human stories, one for each day of 
lockdown. The stories varied from workers in 
the front line, to people that lost their loved 
ones due to coronavirus, and to those who 
show kindness and solidarity to their 
neighbours (April, 4th). 

It reached 124k readers, had an average 
open rate of 29% and generated 14 new 
digital subscriptions. 



Give voice & hope
As part of our communities, we also wanted to give our readers and neighbours 
a message of hope, and the opportunity to share their quarantine stories. 

A few days after the State of Alarm begun, we started publishing a daily page 
with the good news of the pandemic: donations, recoveries, kind initiatives and 
solidary stories in our community.

We reach our readers to express their opinions and feelings about the 
pandemic and share with them a video showing all the beautiful places Galicia 
has to offer when this come to an end.



The good news
During an institutional 
statement in Parliament, 
Spanish Prime Minister 
Pedro Sánchez highlighted 
the testimony for LVG of a 
young Galician woman 
whose landlord had 
forgiven her rent.



¿How are you coping 
with social distancing?

Through an online form, we invited our readers to 
share their quarantine stories and to tell us how they 
are feeling, their experience with isolation, reflections, 
complaints and hopes...

We received 56 responses and the answers were 
collected in an online article with their names and city. 

https://www.lavozdegalicia.es/noticia/sociedad/2020/04/22/historias-confinamiento-hijas-levantan-once-unica-forma-poder-trabajar-tres-horas-tranquila/00031587558015733541823.htm


Generate 
debate

With the intention to give voice to our readers we also 
published a series of polls to generate debate and give 
them space to analyze the current situation. 

For example, in the beginning of the health crisis in Spain 
(8th of March), due to Women's Day, large gatherings had 
place in different communities and much was said of the 
risk this involved. So we asked our readers what they 
thought.

As a result, the poll had 12.000 answers and the article 
reached 160 comments.

https://www.lavozdegalicia.es/noticia/sociedad/2020/03/26/vota-opina-error-haber-mantenido-convocatoria-8m/00031585220398719452949.htm


The Galicia that awaits us 

When we reach the 34th day of lockdown (April, 
13th), we wanted to give our community 
something to hang on by publishing a video with 
the most incredible corners of Galicia, for them 
to watch. With the hope that very soon they can 
enjoy them.

The video had a very positive response, with 
155K reproductions and 21k interactions on FB.

Link: 
https://www.facebook.com/lavozdegalicia/vide
os/3148265351874844 

https://www.facebook.com/lavozdegalicia/videos/3148265351874844
https://www.facebook.com/lavozdegalicia/videos/3148265351874844


With the idea of showing our readers that we 
aim to provide them with contrasted 
information and to be transparent in our 
coverage, we made and published two videos 
in our site, Facebook, Instagram and Linkedin: 

● a live streaming of our editorial meeting 
(March, 18th)

● a 6 minutes mini-documentary showing 
our work and commitment to our readers 
and subscribers, and how La Voz 
adapted in this critical context to 
continue reporting (March, 22nd)

Transparency & commitment

Our morning editorial meeting

https://www.lavozdegalicia.es/video/sociedad/2020/03/18/asiste-reunion-planificacion-crisis-covid-19-voz-galicia/00311584522834282948723.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifsqJ00DMcg


The live streaming of our morning briefing had 
more than 151k visualizations and more than 
8k interactions on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/lavozdegalicia/vide
os/1863691850604919/

The mini-documentary, that shown how La 
Voz is covering COVID-19 crisis had 922 k 
reproductions, and 56k interactions. 
Fragments of this video were also used to 
promote our subscription offer via Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=25602
2182072546 

https://www.facebook.com/lavozdegalicia/videos/1863691850604919/
https://www.facebook.com/lavozdegalicia/videos/1863691850604919/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=256022182072546
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=256022182072546


With a highly digitalized organization, La Voz had a differential that was useful to give a quick response 
to the new scenario. At the beginning of March 65% of the journalists (in our 13 local editions) were 
already working remotely and using tools such as Slack or Hangouts to organize the daily tasks. At the 
end of April, we have raised that number to the 100% of our workforce working from home.

More than 30 Slack channels 
help us organize our daily 
work

How we are doing it



Editorial
La Voz de Galicia, founded in 1882,  has a differential characteristic 
compared to most of the world's newspapers: with few exceptions in its 
early years, La Voz almost never publish editorials.

On very few occasions LVG published opinion articles without the 
signature of an author. Most of these exceptions took place by 
government imposition during the 40 years of Franco's dictatorship in 
Spain. With Democracy restored, La Voz upheld its decision not to 
publish editorials.

However, in this situation of crisis, La Voz has broken a tradition held 
for three centuries, and has started publishing editorials.

In these texts, eight from the start of the State of Alarm until the date of 
sending this application, LVG exercises its obligation to bring together 
the wishes of the community and establish itself as the critical 
conscience of the institutions, reminding politicians in charge of the 
high responsibility that they flaunt in order to overcome this crisis.

«La Voz de Galicia, 
whose foundational 
principle is being the 
forum that welcomes all 
opinions and all 
perspectives respectful 
with society, needs today 
to make an exception and 
express its own».

Message in our first editorial (March 15th, 2020)



Frontpage and 
article of our first 
editorial during 
the COVID-19 
crisis. Published 
on March 15th, 
2020.



Results
SUBSCRIPTIONS
In March the digital subscriptions multiplied by six, in comparison with the average monthly subscriptions for the 
last six months, and again by 2,7 in April. Besides, we have seen an increase on our monthly PDF (x 4,5 in March 
and 5,1 in April) and on paper subscriptions. 

With the new paywall message, the subscriptions grow overnight by 7. The series of curated emails had a similar 
outcome. 

AUDIENCE
We have also seen a surge in online traffic with a 76,4% increase in monthly pageviews (total 119,60 M), another 
43% in daily unique browsers (1.283.888), and 58% in read articles (2.042 M).



New digital subscribers



Daily unique browsers



Read articles



April, 2020


